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The introduction of MPD thrusters in flight applications depends on satisfactory understanding of the
physical processes taking place in this class of thrusters and on the definition of appropriate design criteria.
Experiments conducted so far have shown the behaviour of these thrusters to be very allusive. To improve the

understanding of such behaviour, two classes of effects are relevant: (i) effects depending on the geometry of

the thruster electrodes and accelerating channel, and (ii) effects deriving from the absolute scale, given the
geometry. While abundant, though not satisfactory, results have been gathered on thrusters of different

geometries, very limited results are available on scale effects. A dedicated study was therefore undertaken to

investigate scale effects within the framework of the MPD programme at CENTROSPAZIO.
Three families of prototypes, replicating the same geometrical options, were manufactured and utilized for a

series of tests addressed at highlighting changes in the performance and in other characteristic phenomena

(onset) as function of the difference in scale for a given geometry. The use of three scales instead of two, as
done in the few previous studies published in the literature, was intended to provide indications as to non

linear trends of the parameters of interest as a function of thruster size. Results obtained so far, as a part of a

test plan which will be extensively pursued in the forthcoming months, are presented in the paper. The most

significant indication emerging from these tests is a surprisingly low impact of the scale on the electrical

characteristics, which appear virtually identical over a large scale range; on the contrary, the scale seems far

from being irrelevant in other respects such as performance levels and onset characteristics. Here, within the

scale range investigated, the smaller thrusters seem to exhibit poorer characteristics than the large ones.

Introduction artificially electrode heating system must be improved.
At this purpose, a cathode heating system is being

In the field of MPD propulsion, many experimental and developed in CENTROSPAZIO, in order to repeat tests here

theoretical activities are described in the open literature, where described having the cathode heated until a significative

performance comparisons between thrusters having different thermoinic emission is reached.

electrode geometry and injection pattern are discussed 1.2,3,4,5,6
On the contrary, scale effects have been scarcely Experimental Apparatus

investigated, and in the few cases where scale studies were
carried out only two scaled configurations were generally A ring-anode configuration was chosen in order to permit the

considered 7 8. This fact does not properly permit to infer from study of the MPD acceleration process in the absence of a large

experimental results the behaviour of thrusters of intermediate gasdynamic contribution 9 .

scale, except in the case of a linear interpolation. The baseline thruster has an anode lip 100 mm in diameter,

In the framework of the ESA ASTP3 contract, experimental an anode-to-cathode radius ratio of 5 and a hemispherical

activities on MPD thrusters have been carried out in discharge chamber, this basic hardware is replicated at two

CENTROSPAZIO since 1989. In that context, a family different scales (1/42 and 1/2) in order to permit the analysis of

consisting of three scaled thrusters was developed in order to scale effects. The three scales were chosen in such a way that the

investigate geometrical and scale effects on the performance and ratio of the anode exhaust surface between the thrusters of two

the electrical characteristics of the thruster. adjacent scales is 2. The baseline thruster and the two subscale

An other important target of these activities carried out on models are shown in Fig.l.

pulsed MPD thruster is to obtain information on the steady state, Each thruster of the family consists of an aluminum body

high power operation mode, in view of the development of with an anode piece in dioxided copper, an insulator and an

steady state MPD thrusters in the future. On the other hand, it is injection piece both in boron nitride and a stainless steel cathode

obvious that the thermal condition of the electrodes, in particular with a thoriated tungsten tip. The hollow rear portion of the

the cathode, are not negligible with regard to the performance cathode provides a passage through which the propellant gas

and the erosion phenomena. Improved performance and released by a solenoid valve can reach the injection plate. The

reduced erosion are expected to result from the high electrode discharge chamber is hemispherical, thus approximating the

temperature conditions that should characterize a steady state general pattern of the discharge current streamlines. This

thruster operating in a continuous mode. So, for a fully arrangement was preferred to a cylindrical chamber in order to

simulation of steady state condition with a pulsed MPD, an reduce uneven distribution of electrical and thermal loads on the
chamber backwall.

Electrical, mechanical and fluid interfaces are essentially the
SProfessor, Department of Aerospace Engineering; Director, CENTRO

SPAZIO, Pisa, Italy; member AIAA, E.P. Technical Committee. same for all of the thrusters of the family in order to avoid
** Project Manager, CENTROSIAZIO, Pisa, Italy; member AIAA. introducing any bias associated with different arrangements and
t Graduate Student to permit the mounting of all thrusters on the same thrust stand.
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Test Equipment

[ The experimental set-up is based on a Fiberglass chamber
0.8 m in diameter and 1 m in length equipped with a pump
system consisting of a Balzer Duo 170 rotary roughing pump
and a DIF 500 oil diffusion pump. The pumping system is

S- " capable of an ultimate background pressure of 5 x 10-7 mbar.

Typical pressure levels during tests in the dielectric chamber are
about 4 x 10-5 mbar prior to each discharge. Testing conditions
are normally reached within 2 hours.

The chamber is equipped with a thrust balance specifically
developed as a diagnostic tool for MPD testing. The thruster is
attached to a one d.o.f. suspension. A position transducer is
employed to measure the velocity increment of the moving mass
induced by each discharge and thus to infer the equivalent
impulse bit from which an instantaneous thrust value can be

S * inferred, on the basis of the knowledge of the inertial
characteristics of the moving components and of the measured
current waveform. 10

A commercial solenoid valve (SMC mod. EVT 317) is
employed to produce the gas pulses associated with each
discharge. The valve is powered by a control unit specifically
projected and realized. The Argon gas is supplied from a
centralized gas distribution system providing background

aj pressures of up to 13 bar at the valve inlet 1 1.12 . A piezoresistive

pressure probe (HAENNI ED 511/314.2) is used to measure the

stagnation pressure in the line near the valve inlet before each
shot

Electrical power is supplied to the thruster through a Pulse
Fig.l. Thruster Family Forming Network (PFN) of 12,500 gF capacitance, a

characteristic impedance of 40 mil, a pulse duration of about 1
ms and a maximum discharge current capability of 30 kA.
The electrical power reaches the thruster in the vacuum chamber
by means of ten (six inside the chamber) coaxial cables provided
with the appropriate feedthroughs and arranged in such a way as
to minimize the disturbance to the thrust measuring system.

-- _ -_. Thruster discharges are initiated by an Ignitron switch

c"m^" *.*'.,, p"..k.. (National Electronics NL1037) electronically controlled (control
-unit developed by Centro Spazio and SICEI sr) so as to cause

- the breakdown with a predetermined delay after operation of the
° . **" o. id l,,.., gas valve, in order to guarantee that the discharge takes place

c.,,I [ v..«* * ,, when the injected gas mass flow rate has reached a steady value
S-- (Fig. 2).

, h',, The diagnostic equipment used includes devices required for
preliminary calibrations and the instruments employed for the
measurement of electrical characteristics and thruster

il-- . .-- l-- -- performance. The main items are:S-two high voltage probes (Tektronix P6015-1000X) for the
-... , measurement of the thruster terminal voltage.

| -ncordr
.. -an operational amplifier (Tektronix AM 501) to directly monitor

the difference between the electrodes voltages and to permit the

D,, ,,,,,,-,. use of only one channel of the transient recorder to acquire the
[ I discharge voltage.

P Pro , -a Rogowski coil for the current measurements
"" - -a proximity transducer (Bently Nevada 7200) for displacement

measurements of the thrust stand.
The data acquisition system consists of:
-a transient recorder (HP 5185T)
-a computer for data reduction and analysis (HP 9330 CMA)

Fig.2. Test Equipment -peripherials (HP 7475A graphic plotter; Inkjet printer)
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Specific computer routines were developed for data acquisition,
reduction and permanent storage of the data. The following table
summarizes the implemented software:

Testing

-Voltage/Current data acquisition, reduction and storage A",n 4. s

-Electrical characteristics data reduction and automatic tabulation / Prure RduccRu / ur Gauge
-Thrust data acquisition, reduction and storage Prc ure G ouge V oif
-Performance evaluation and automatic tabulation

Calibrations
-Rogowski coil calibration

-Thrust stand dynamic calibration clthoad

-Gas feeding system calibration .
IMrf Section Duct

Vacumn
Preliminary Calibrations Mass ioluw Mclr Vacumn Chamuhr Chber

Facility

Mass flow rate calibration. Knowledge of the mass flow
rate value of a pulsed MPD thruster during the discharge is
important for the evaluation of its performance and in particular
specific impulse and efficiency. For this purpose, a mass flow Fig3. Mass flow rate calibration apparatus
rate calibration was carried out in the framework of the activity
described. The aim was to establish a relationship between the
pressure inside a reservoir close to the solenoid valve before VOLTS TO VRLVE MFRNV I B
every shot and the corresponding mass flow rate value when the r
gas pulse reached steady state condition and the time necessary

to reach this condition from the beginning of the electrical driven 1
command. -- -. _._.

The calibration was conducted in two phases, and the
apparatus described in Fig.3 was used. It consists of:
-a cathode modified in order to make possible the arrangement " --- -' I
of a piezoresistive probe along the duct, the solenoid valve and
the reservoir; I

-a mass flow meter (Micro Motion D6) "' - --
two piezoresistive pressure gauges (Kulite HKM-375-250--G),

placed on the reservoir and on the duct. I
The first phase calibration consisted in measuring the a . .n . ., .15 . .,

pressure in the duct with the piezoresistive gauge and the r,
correspondig mass flow rate with the mass flow meter in steady
state condition, changing the reservoir pressure. The result was

GRS PULSE MFRNVI0Ba linear dependence on the pressure in the duct with respect to

the mass flow rate. The assumption was that the relationship

found is the same also during the steady state phase of a typical

gas pulse. The effect of the temperature is considered neglible

when operating in standard laboratory conditions.

The second phase consisted in measuring with the
oscilloscope the electrical command on the valve and the _____

corresponding variation of pressure in the duct, for various i \
values of pressure in the reservoir (fig.4). Using the relationship
between mass flow rate and pressure a calibration curve mass .n
flow rate vs reservoir pressure was evaluated and the delay timei
was found comparing with the signals detected by the

oscilloscope. Fig. 5 shows the calibration curve for the
benchmark configuration. The linear dependence is in.. ,

accordance with theoretical previews and the precision in
determining the mass flow rate is higher at higher mass flow
rates (1.3% at 12 g/s) and decreases at lower mass flow rates Fig.4.Valve driving signal and consequent gas
(8% at 2g/s) pulse
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as a function of the added mass, the angular frequency and the

12 / pendulum length. The oscillation to the mobile mass is obtained
0 First method under vacuum conditions by means of the cold gas pulse

-
A  

Second method

o0 produced by the valve 9 .

iExperimental Results
s 6-

Test activity carried out was aimed at evaluating the electrical

S 4  characteristics and the performance for four values of the mass

£ flow rate for each thrusters. Comparison between thrusters can

2- be made following different strategies: same mass flow rate,

mass flow rate scaled with the inner anode surface or with anode

0 ' I i I diameter. All the thrusters were submitted to two series of tests:
0 2 Reservoir Pressure (bar) 10 12 the first one to evaluate electrical characteristics, the second one

to measure the thrust as a function of the current and then the

Fig.5. Calibration results specific impulse (Isp) and the efficiency (TI), using the following

expressions:

A second method of calibration is proposed, even if less

precise than the first one. It consisted in comparing the total T

mass flown for each pulse, measured using the same mass flow mp  [5]

meter described above, and the digital integration of the signal

given by the pressure gauge. Supposing a proportional T2

relationship between the pressure and the mass flow rate: 1 =
2m V J [61

m= const. p I1)

Electrical Characteristics. Figs.6, 7 and 8 show the
it is possible to find out the const. value with the following lectril haracteristics s.

relationship:electrical characteristics of the thrusters. Every data point was
relationship: obtained as average of five shots performed at the same PFN

charging voltage.

The electrical characteristics obtained for all the thrusters

M = dt = const. p dt [2 have the typical behaviour shown in literature for similiar

devices. A linear and quite regular dependence of the voltage

drop on the current is peculiar of the so called electrothermal

and then regime, which occurs until full ionization conditions are reached

for each mass flow rate. In this condition, the Electrical

Characteristics have a knee, after which the dependence of the

const. = - voltage drop on the current is steeper and a wider dispersion of

'p dt [31 data was observed. For the particular geometric configuration

and gas injection adopted, erosion phenomena and voltage

instability occurred practically soon after the knee point for all
so the steady state value of the mass flow rate is still obtained the thrusters testedthe thrusters tested.
using: The linear curve asimptotically extended until 0 current

value, gives voltage value between 14 and 25 V, the slope is
msr = const. pst [4] quite constant for all the thruster (0.005 V/A about)

The 12/m ratio (k) computed at the knee points (ku) for each

The precision of this method is lower than the other one's value of the mass flow rate is quite constant for every thruster

because the offset limit of the mass flow meter does not permit and pratically constant for all the thrusters (Fig. 9).

measuring mass flow rates lower than 0.05 g/s, and so the mass For each thruster adimensional Electrical Characteristic was

obtained from the instrument does not include the mass evaluated, obtained dividing each current and voltage value of

contribution under the offset limit. Nevertheless, the results each characteristic by the corresponding current and voltage

obtained using this method are in good agreement with those value at the knee point.

obtained with the first one. Fig.10 gathers the three adimensional electrical

Thrust stand calibration. This activity deals with the characteristics. A substantial coincidence of the curves can be

definition of the effective mobile mass when the thruster, the observed, confirming a common behaviour in operation of the

cables and the gas pipe are installed inside the vacuum chamber, thrusters.

The procedure consists in the measurement of the free Supposing a continuous behaviour of the thruster as regards

oscillations of the mobile mass alone and with the addition of a the scale effect, the Electrical Characteristic of a any thruster

known mass. The effective mobile mass can then be determined having the suame geometry as those tested can easily be obtained,
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given the dimension and the mass flow rate.
In fact the Jf value is easily computed using:

Jfi =  k fI m  
[7]

300

So, Vfi can be obtained from Fig.11 and the proper 4g/s 
Electrical Characteristics can be extracted from fig.10, using the 6g/s
known Ji and Vfi. 200 - 8 g/s

* lOg/s

Performance Evaluation. The second test phase carried out 1
on each thruster consists in measuring the total impulse of the 0oo0
thrust for every shot and the corresponding discharge current.
The results reported in this paper refer to the full scale and the
half scale thrusters, while those for the intermediate scale
thruster are not yet available. 0 ... .

0 5000 10000 15000 20000 25000
Total impulse is measured by the detection with a proximity
probe of the initial displacement law of the mobile mass of the J (A)

thrust stand, on which the thruster is mounted. Ignoring the
Fig.6. Full scale electrical characteristicsimpulse of all the forces acting along axial direction during the (IA5iAC)

pulse except the thrust, the requested impulse is given:

Ibit= MV(O+ ) [8]

300
where M is the mobile mass, evaluated previously through the 0 2 g/s
thrust stand calibration 9 . * 3 g/s

Because the gas pulse is much longer than the discharge 9 4 g/s
pulse, a significant contribution to the MPD thrust impulse is 200- * 5 g/s
normally given by the cold gas flow. For this purpose, the cold a
gas impulse is evaluated for each mass flow rate before every a *

series of tests and is properly subtracted from the entire impulse 100

evaluated for every discharge. 1g a
To obtain an instantaneous value of the thrust, a

correspondence between current and thrust was adopted, in \y~ * B

accordance with the following criterion: 0 ,
0 2000 4000 6000 8000 10000120001400016000

T = b J0 J for J < J, 91 (A)

while Fig.7. Intermediate scale thruster electrical
characteristics (2A5BAC)

T = b 2  for J > Ji I10

Integrating these expressions along the pulse and imposing: 300

*t a 2 g/s
Ibit= ITdt 3 g/sJ [11] * 3g/s U

2oo0 - 4 g/s 0
b can be evaluated. The puntual value of the thrust is so given by g/s
the expressions [6] and [7] for every current value. a
This hypothesis supposes a substantial pure magneto-plasma- *

dynamic behaviour of the thruster also in the so called 100oo-
electrothermal region where the thrust is supposed to be
provided with a fraction of the mass flow rate fully ionized. 16
equal to J/Jr,. In this condition, the theoretical dependence of the

thrust on the current is shown in fig.12. This behaviour is F 2000 4000 600' 800 1000012001400 16
sufficiently confirmed by the data gathered, even if the b value
evaluated at low current level is quite higher than those at current
value beyond the full ionization level. This event could explain a Fig.8. Half scale thruster electrical characteristics
thermal contribution to the thrust that is percentually more (4A5BAC)
relevant at low power level.
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Fig.13 shows thrust vs current data point in the electromagnetic The full scale thruster has shown a more efficient operation
region for both the thrusters and for all the mass flow rates. A mode with respect to the half scale thruster. Fig.18 shows a
substantial independence from the scale of the thrust vs current performance comparison between the thrusters for the same
relationship can be observed. All the data points can be properly mass flow rate. Maximum efficiency reached was about 22%
fitted with a parabolic curve having the expression: (full scale, 6g/s. 12.8 kA) and maximum specific impulse about

1900 s (half scale, 3g/s, 13.4 kA).
T = bJ 2 = 2.4710-7 J2 1121

120

This expression was used for the evaluation of the specific lo
impulse and the efficiency in the electromagnetic region, while in Ix,"
the electrothermal region a linear regression of the data for each 90
thruster and mass flow rate value was adopted. Data on the o -
power was derived from the electrical characteristics, having 70
applied a linear regression on the electrothermal region and a 60
cubic regression for each electromagnetic branch (fig. 14). 50

Figs.15 and 16 show efficiency vs specific impulse curves for 40

the full scale and the half scale thruster. A maximum of 30
20

efficiency for both the thrusters has been always reached at of a
10-

value of specific impulse between 750 and 900 s which is typical 0 ,
of full ionization conditions (knee points on the electrical 0 2500 5000 7500 10000 12500 15000 17500
characteristics). A decay of the efficiency occurs soon after that .Ifi
point. Specific power vs current graphs point out this
occurrence: a relevant increment of the specific power for each Fig.11. Full ionization voltage vs. full ionization
mass flow rate value occurs at the respective full ionization current for all the thrusters
currents (fig.17).

40 1(X)

38 -

36 so 80
34 -

32 -  10 s
30 - 60

S28 88 /

S 26 - 40 /
24 -
24- 4 g/s

20 , . , , , 20
0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1

2 g/s
D/Dfull scale 0

0 10000 20000 30000

Fig.9. Full ionization condition as a function of J(A)

the thruster scale Fig.12. Theoretical pure MPD thrust vs current
behaviour

150)
5

0 Half Scale

* 1/92 Scale u /4S- a I ull Scale Thruster
SFull Scale 100-

A AP

0

2 - A 50 I l alf Scale Thruster .

" 
A. ^ A 0

0 ----- I---- ( 5000 100(X) 15000 20000 25000
0.0 0,5 1.0 1.5

Fig.13. Experimental thrust vs current behaviour
Fig.10. Adimensional electrical characteristics in the electromagnetic region
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100
500

4 g/s 8 g/s

8 g/s 80 6 g/s
400

4g/s 
6 g/s 10 g/ 60 - 10 g/s

300-

40

200

20

100

0 5000 10000 15000 20000 25000 30000

0 J (A)

0 5000 10000 15000 20000 25000 Fig.17. IA5BAC specific power vs current

J (A)

Fig.14. 1ASBAC electrical characteristics
regression 0.1o 4 g/s Full Scale Thruster

0.14

0.12
0.20 0.10-

0.18 * 0.08

016 - 0.06 - I lalf scale Thruster

0.04 -
0.14 -

SlOg/s 0j)2
S0.12 -0

4 g/s
*U 0.10- 0 ( 200 400 600 800 100012001400160018002000
E 008

0.08 8 gls Isp (s)
0.06

0.04- Fig.18. Performance comparison between full
0.02 scale and half scale thruster.
0.00

0 200 400 600 800100012001400160018002000

Isp (s)
Cathode Heating System

Fig.15. 1A5BAC efficiency vs. specific impulse Many authors show throughout experimental results and
theoretical studies the relevant effects of the thermal conditions

of the MPD electrodes on the thruster performance, in terms of

electrical characteristics, thrust 13 , 14 and erosion phenomena 15 .
0L14 In particular, in a steady state operation of the thruster, the

0.12 t hermoionical emission of the cathode when a temperature
5 gs 'beyond 1700 K is reached, modifies the performance of the

0.10 -\ thruster, increasing kfi and diminishing the erosion at higher

0.8 3 g/s values of current.

S4 g /s In order to simulate the thermal condition typical of a steady state

. 0.06 - operation, in the described pulsed thrusters, an artificially
S2 g/s catllode heating system must be provided.

0.04 Thle concept adopted at CENTROSPAZIO stems from arcjet

0.02 and TIG welding technologies, using an arc between two

electrodes as heat supply. A prototype of an MPD cathode
0,00 , heating system has been developed at Centro Spazio in order to

0 200 400 6)0 81K0 100(1 1200 1400 1600 180I evaluate and optimize the operation of this system (fig.19). It
Isp (s)

consists in a hollow thoriated tungsten electrode reproducing

externally an MPD cathode configuration, an inner electrode

Fig.16. 4A5BAC efficiency vs. specific impulse made of thoriated tungsten, separated from the external electrode

by a boron nitride insulator. Filling the cavity with Argon is

possible, according to Paschen's law, to enable low sparking
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potential. The arc is started by means of an high voltage pulse on Conclusions
which a high current, supplied by a DC power supply Although further tests will have to be carried out on the

(Sorensen), is superimposed, thrusters of the family considered in this study in order to fully
It is possible to modify the relative axial position of the confirm the results obtained so far, some general conclusions of

electrodes, i.e. the gap between them, and then to investigate the the activity can already be drawn:
best starting and operating conditions. It is also possible to - the electrical characteristics are substantially indipendent on

regulate the pressure of the gas inside the arc chamber, in order the thruster scale. So, knowing the electrical characteristic of a

to make the spark easier and to reach the best working thruster for a given mass flow rate, it is possible to obtain the

conditions using a small vessel and a suitable system of valves, electrical characteristic of every thruster having the same
which allows to modify pressure from the value inside the geometrical configuration;
vacuum chamber up to several atmospheres. - in the electromagnetic regime, the thrust should be

The system is completed by an optical fiber pyrometer which indipendent from the mass flow rate or the scale, and should be

allows the detection of the temperature values on the external proportional to the square of the current. Nevertheless, on the

surface of the cathode at various positions along its axis. basis of the experiments carried out, for any given mass flow

The short term aim of this experiment is to evaluate the rate, a large thruster appears to have an higher thrust than a small

thermoionical emission of the cathode when its surface reaches one;
high temperatures. To do so, an electrode is placed in the - as a consequence, a larger thruster is normally more efficient

proximity of the cathode and a voltage drop of about 400 V is than a small one (this is particularly true in the electromagnetic

imposed between these two elements: when the cathode reaches region);
high temperatures emitted electrons are led to this external circuit - all of the thrusters tested exhibit a sudden decay in thrust

and can be detected by a micro-amperometer. efficiency as soon as the current level is increased beyond the

First operations of the system show no significant problems full ionization condition, while the specific impulse keeps

in starting the arc, typical voltage drop values between the increasing with the input power even beyond that point.

electrodes result less than expected (typical values for arcjet
thrusters). This implies an higher current need for the apparatus
to reach the suitable power value for a proper cathode heating. Acknowledgements
Increasing the gap causes a voltage drop increase and a
corresponding reduction of the current. Otherwise this The research activity described in this paper was sponsored

configuration makes the priming of the arc more difficult. Tests by the European Space Agency (ESA), European Space

were carried out successfully changing the gap during the Research and Techology Centre (ESTEC) through the auspices

operation in order to facilitate the ignition and the voltage drop of the Advanced Space Technology Program No. 3 (ASTP3),
during the steady state phase, under contract number 7632/88/NL/PH(SC).

Preliminary results show an external temperature of more

than 2000 K, applying a current of 35 A and having an arc
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